Balanced and user-friendly…

Céliane stands for balance between form and function through
its combination of circle and rectangle.
An innovative range of colours and materials brings
a new esthetic dimension.
You can freely create your own personal style.
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Céliane brings you a new, user-friendly way
to control your lighting.
Forget the traditional switch’s function of simply turning
on and off, and discover a whole new gestural language for
lighting control you will enjoy. To switch on, switch off or dim
the light, let your fingers choose the motion they prefer: a
press, a tip, a soft touch…
Control your light in your very own way.

...technology at your service.

Centralised control

Let the rhythm
of your home echo your own
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Safety

Your home reflects your style, it lives at your pace.

Lighting moods

Your installation should match your requirements, enhancing
your comfort and leisure while ensuring your safety, simply and
discreetly. Why not go for a single combined control?
Céliane supports your preferences and offers new options.

All our switches are fitted with LED indicators, which last longer
and use up less energy. They are designed to control energy-efficient,
e.g. compact fluorescent, lamps.
Various Céliane* products will enable you to control and cut your everyday
energy consumption.

*They are identified by a green logo you will see throughout this brochure.

Comfort
Multimedia
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Watch and be entertained
You can watch your favourite film in high definition on your wall-mounted screen - no more trailing wires and cables.

Multimedia
Batibox kit
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HDMI socket
USB socket
HDMI socket
RCA socket

Céliane advantages
Direct access to the screen
for multimedia devices (MP3,
camcorder).
USB and RCA socket

High definition video link between the
sources (DVD, computers, etc.) and the
screen. Ultra high quality sound.
Audio and video socket
HDMI socket

Exchange information and communicate
Share your own multimedia contents and broadband internet access
at high speed anywhere in the home.
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PHONE

INTERNET

Home connection centRE

TV

Incoming telephone, DSL TV,
high-speed internet

Céliane advantages
You can enjoy your videos,
pictures and music files stored
on your computers with all flushed
wires.
Legrand home connection centre
and multimedia interface

Universal multimedia socket

Surf the internet with your laptop
from anywhere in the home with your
wi-fi connection.
Legrand home connection centre, universal multimedia
socket and wi-fi access point

Listen and experience
You can have your music with you, wherever you are in your house.
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Céliane advantages
You can listen to your CDs and all
the music files stored on your
computers, anywhere in the house.
Multiroom sound distribution

The sound distribution can be
controlled via mini-touch screens.
1.2 inch touch screen

1.2 inch touch screen

Connect & surf
You can connect your Internet, camcorder, MP3...
at the same point on a single plate that has up to 6 functions.
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2x3- gang plate

Céliane advantages
Single connection point for all functions, streamlined connections
with a neat, attractive appearance.
2x3-gang plate (3 sockets + RJ45 + HDMI + USB)

Move around with security
You can easily find your way around the corridors and staircases in your house at night.

Silent switch with illuminated ring
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Automatic pilot light switch

Socket outlet easy manipulation

Céliane advantages
Pilots lights for areas
that are hazardous in the dark.
Automatic pilot light switch

You can find the light switches,
for example if a child wakes.
Silent switch with illuminated ring

It is easy to plug and unplug your
domestic appliance thanks to the lever.
Socket outlet easy manipulation

Make light your friend
Control the lighting in a new way using different actions.
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Touch plate dimmer radio control

Touch control switch

Céliane advantages
You can create and manage
different lighting environments,
and display the lighting level.
Touch plate dimmer radio control.

Choice of actions for managing
lighting environments.
Touch control, lever, touch-sensitive
or silent switches.

Live the way you want
For example, you can control the natural light (shutters)

and the artificial lighting (luminaires) from your bed.
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4-scenario touch control (bus)

4-scenarios micropush control (bus)

Céliane advantages
Icons and LEDs on the buttons
provide a guide and confirm the status
of each function.
4-scenarios touch & micropush control (bus)

You can choose how you want to manage these key moments,
either via wall-mounted transmitters or by remote control.
Infrared and radio mobile scenario switch

Concentrate and optimise
Numerous connection and lighting points in the minimum amount of space.
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Control of 5 lighting points on one plate

   Céliane advantages
You can control all the
lighting in one area,
from one compact point.
Control of 5 lighting points
on one plate

You can be certain of having plenty
of sockets on the work surface,
ensuring they don’t take up too
much space.
Quadruple prewired sockets

Protect the environment and save money
Manage your budget by reducing your energy consumption and improve your comfort - fitting in with how you live.
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3.5 inches touch screen in «energy management» mode

Céliane advantages
Instant management of the
heating when windows are
opened, and display
of consumption.
Temperature control unit and sensor

Personalised programming
to reduce heating consumption.
Programmable room thermostat

Warn and protect
You can feel confident in your home with detectors that will warn you if necessary.
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Alarm central unit

Céliane advantages
Céliane intruder detection linked
to a powerful alarm signal (105 dB)
and to a dialer for a remote control.
Caption: wired central alarm
unit and siren

Audible or visual warning
if there is a leak (gas, water)
or smoke. A solenoid valve
automatically shuts off the
circuits in question.
Gas, flood and smoke detection devices

Simple to control through keypads
and without battery badges.
Display keypad & transponder reader

Identify and welcome
With the colour video door entry system, you feel safe. You can identify your visitors and speak to them remotely,
and make them feel welcome by switching on your external lighting.
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Colour video door entry system

Céliane advantages
Identify visitors in colour
on the screen, talk hands free, open
the door with a single action, with
the possibility of switching on external
lighting to illuminate the entrance.
Colour video door entry system
with 3.5 inch central screen

Speak to visitors and open
doors remotely.
Audio door entry system

Personalisation of how the arrival
of visitors is indicated: 13 melodies,
adjustable volume.
Chime

Improve or enhance
It is simple to add a control function without having to route any wires or damage walls.
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Céliane advantages
Make improvements without
damaging the walls using simple
wireless functions.
Simple radio light switch, radio centralised roller
blind switch

Add a simple scenario control
system: lighting and roller blinds
that operate together.
4-scenario radio control

Possibility of adding a Céliane Wi-fi
access point.

Control and manage
An all-in-one system! You can control all the functions in your house from a 10 inch screen.
For example, manage all the scenarios, identify and speak to your visitors or get information
on the status of the detectors installed in you house, all from this one central point.
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Multimedia touch screen (10’’ screen)

Céliane advantages
Manage all your home automation
functions from the TV screen via
the multimedia interface.
Multimedia interface

With the “OpenWebNet” open protocol, you can control the system from
your favourite mobile, smart phone
or iPhone.
Open web net server

Choice of innovative functions*
Your environments

Your communications

Dimming / Detection

Audio and video

Sound distribution

Communication

Hdmi audio/video socket

RDS Tuner

Wi-fi access point

USB socket

1,2" touch screen in «sound
distribution» mode

Automatic switch with on/off
function

Universal dimmer for low
consumption lamps and LEDs

Touch plate dimmer radio control

Illuminated functions and accessibility / Pilot lights
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Silent two-way switch with
illuminated ring

Two-way switch with
illumated ring

Push button with indicator

Push button with label holder
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Multimedia socket
(TV, telephone, data)

Your connections

Automatic pilot light switch

Power sockets

Detachable emergency light

Scenario-making

3 gang prewired socket outlet

4-scenarios micropush
control (Bus)

4-scenarios micropush
radio control

4-scenarios touch control (Bus)

Socket with flap cover

4-scenarios touch radio control
Easy manipulation
socket outlet
*All the Céliane functions are shown in Nickel Velvet Metal finish (except touch functions and displays).

Choice of innovative functions*
Your comfort

Your safety

Blind control | Centralised vacuum cleaning system

Intruder alarms

Roller blinds touch control

Programmable roller blind
control

Centralised vacuum cleaning
outlet

Room chime with visual
indicators

Heating

Audio internal unit
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Room thermostat

Video display

Your control

Programmable room thermostat

Scenario-making & media streaming

3,5" Touch screen in "energy management" mode

Your safety
Intruder alarms

4-scenarios touch control (Bus)

Infrared presence detector

Flush mounted
flooding
detector

10" Multimedia touch screen
Burglar alarm central unit with communicator

*All the Céliane functions are shown in Nickel Velvet Metal finish (except touch functions and displays).
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Imagine and create
The wide range of materials and finishes in the Céliane collection gives you complete
freedom to match them to your luminaires, your walls and floor, or other accessories.
– Let your imagination run free: Wood and metal, colour and glass… –
You are the chief designer of your environment, and the outcome will be unique!
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Avant-garde
36
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G raphite G lass

B rushed Stainless Steel

B amboo

Classical
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Mahogany

Titanium

Porcelain

Modern
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Lavender

Maple

K aolin G lass

Vintage
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B rown-coloured Leather

Copper

Sand

Neutral

White

Anodized

Khaki

Taupe

Cement

Sand

Titanium

Aluminium

Graphite

Glazed
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Cobalt

Ice

Magenta

Bamboo

Cyan

Mandarin

Anise

Grapefruit

Mirabelle

Lavander

Frosted

Coconut

Copper

Mica

Leather

Camel Leather

Corian®(3)

Wine-coloured Leather

Brown-coloured Leather

Nocturne

Wood

Antarctica

Pompeii Red

Metal
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Wenge-Coloured (1)

Maple

Mahogany

Oak

Graphite Glass

Porcelain (2)

Cedar

Brushed Stainless Steel

Glass & Porcelain

Kaolin Glass

(1)
(2)

Titanium Glass

Wenge coloured ash.
Designed by Bernardaud, worlwide famous Limoges manufacturer.

(3)

Registred trade mark of Dupont de Nemours.

Nickel Velvet

Oxidised Iron

Oxidised Copper
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